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ABBREVIATIONS & ACRONYMS:

IC = Integrated Circuit

SMD = Small Mounting Device

PCB = Printed Circuit Board(Vero Board)

LED = Light Emitting Diode

MOSFET = Metal Oxide Semiconductor Field Effect Transistor

SW = Switch

OSC = Oscillator



❑ Abstract:
This paper presents a study on recent developments in dc-dc converters. All 
the converters are derived based on the two basic converters such as buck 
converter and boost converter. The aims of developing the converters are 
high efficiency and high gain with fast response. Today's world demands 
the low power application devices which is the focus of the researchers. 
There are so many parameters are involved while developing those 
converters. A lot of computer software has been developed to design such 
type of converters. With the help of simulations, the behaviour of the 
system can be easily analysed without any hardware which can prevent the 
damage.

➢ Advantages:
• It simplifies the power supply systems in the circuit.
• It provides isolation in the primary and secondary circuits from each 
other.
• It provides a technique to extend potential (voltage) as required.
• It is available as a hybrid circuit with all elements in a single chip.
• It is also used in the regulation and control of DC voltage.
• The output is well organized as positive or negative.
• Battery space can be reduced by using a converter.
• Efficiency of the Switching converter is much more as compare to the 

Linear converter due to less power dissipation.

➢ Disadvantages:
• Switching converters lead to more noise.
• They are expensive as an external circuit is required.
• Choppers are inadequate due to unsteady voltage and current supply.
• More ripple current, More input and output capacitance, higher losses, 
etc.



:Introduction: 

DC-to-DC converter is an electronic circuit or electromechanical device that converts a 
source of direct current (DC) from one voltage level to another. It is a type of electric 
power converter. Power levels range from very low (small batteries) to very high (high-
voltage power transmission).

There are multiple types of DC-DC converters. The simplest form of DC-DC 
converter is the linear converter, also called linear voltage regulator. A linear voltage 
regulator can only work as a buck DC-DC converter, which means that will only lower a 
higher voltage level. Being a regulator, it also ensures that the output voltage is 
maintained at a specific value, even if the output load is variable.

A more efficient type of DC-DC converters is the switching DC-DC converter. There 
are several topologies of switching DC-DC converters, the most common being 
presented in the image below.

Prior to the switching DC-DC converters, linear converters were commonly used. 
The linear voltage regulator (DC-DC converter) comes in two main topologies: the shunt 
voltage regulator and the series voltage regulator. In this type of voltage regulators, 
transistors are operated in the active region as dependent current sources with 
relatively high voltage drops at high currents, dissipating a large amount of power. Due 
to high power dissipation, the efficiency of a linear voltage regulator is usually low. 
Linear regulators tend to be heavy and large, but have the advantage of low noise level 
and are suitable for audio applications

DC –DC 
Converter

DC-to-DC converter:



The simple shunt voltage regulator, simply called shunt regulator, is a type of voltage 
regulator where the regulating component shunts the current to ground. The shunt 
regulator works by keeping a constant voltage across its terminals and it takes up the 
extra current to maintain the voltage across the electric load. One of the most 
common element of the shunt regulator contains the simple Zener diode circuit where 
the Zener diode has the role of shunt element

The simple series voltage regulator, also called the series pass regulator, is the most 
common approach for providing the final voltage regulation in a linear regulated 
power supply. The series linear regulator is characterized by a high level of 
performance for the output voltage in terms of low ripple and noise.

Simple Series Voltage Regulator:

Simple Shunt Voltage Regulator:



Switching Regulator:

Buck Converter

Buck DC-DC converter, also called step-down DC-
DC converter, is a DC-DC power converter which lowers 
the output voltage, while it’s increasing the output 
current. 

It consists of at least four components:a power 
transistor used as a switching element (S)a rectifying 
diode (D)an inductor (L) as energy storage elementa
filter capacitor (C)

The relationships between input and output 
voltage, current and power are as follows: Uout < Uin
Iout > Iin ,Pout = Pin – Ploss



Boost Converter

Boost DC-DC converter, also called step-up DC-DC 
converter, is a DC-DC power converter which increases the 
output voltage, while it’s decreasing the output current. 

It contains the same components as a buck DC-DC 
converter but arranged in a different topology.The
relationships between input and output voltage, current 
and power are as follows:Uout > UinIout < IinPout = Pin –
Ploss



Applications:

DC-DC converters are important parts of modern 
automobiles and industrial applications. This is because direct current 
(DC) power supplies are used in almost all the electrical devices in 
automobiles and other industrial applications. 

A DC-to-DC converter is basically a DC electric power 
converter required in some devices because the standard DC sources 
(mostly batteries like 1.5V, 6V, 12V) available are either too high or too 
low in voltage to drive a particular circuit or gadget. Therefore some 
form of power conversion, either step-up or step-down, is required 
from a standard DC source.

For example, most mobile devices have 3.7V batteries. To 
charge them from a 12V car battery would require a DC-DC converter 
circuit because 12V is too high to charge a 3.7V battery. Again, most of 
the embedded system circuits in automobiles and industrial 
applications require either 3.3V or 5V DC sources, so you need power 
converters to drive them from a 12V battery. DC-DC converters are also 
used in many consumer electronics and domestic electrical systems.

Power levels of DC-DC converters vary from very low (in 
small batteries) to very high (for high-voltage power transmission). 
Most of these converters are available as integrated circuits (ICs) and 
do not need many external components. These are available as 
complete hybrid circuit modules or as plug-in modules ready to use in 
an electronic assembly. Most power converter ICs include an 
integrated power MOSFET and are classified as regulators because 
they regulate the output voltage.



Before the development of power semiconductors, one way 
to convert the voltage of a DC supply to a higher voltage, for low-
power applications, was to convert it to AC by using a vibrator, then by 
a step-up transformer, and finally a rectifier. Where higher power was 
needed, a motor–generator unit was often used, in which an electric 
motor drove a generator that produced the desired voltage. (The 
motor and generator could be separate devices, or they could be 
combined into a single "dynamotor" unit with no external power 
shaft.) 

These relatively inefficient and expensive designs were used 
only when there was no alternative, as to power a car radio (which 
then used thermionic valves (tubes) that require much higher voltages 
than available from a 6 or 12 V car battery). The introduction of power 
semiconductors and integrated circuits made it economically viable by 
use of techniques described below.

For example, first is converting the DC power supply to high-
frequency AC as an input of a transformer - it is small, light, and cheap 
due to the high frequency — that changes the voltage which gets 
rectified back to DC. Although by 1976 transistor car radio receivers did 
not require high voltages, some amateur radio operators continued to 
use vibrator supplies and dynamotors for mobile transceivers requiring 
high voltages although transistorized power supplies were available. 
While it was possible to derive a lower voltage from a higher with a 
linear regulator or even a resistor, these methods dissipated the excess 
as heat; energy-efficient conversion became possible only with solid-
state switch-mode circuits.

History :





Working Principle of DC-DC Converter:

The working principle of the DC-to-DC converter is very simple. The inductor 
in the input resistance has an unexpected variation in the input current. If 
the switch is kept as high (on), then the inductor feeds the energy from the 
input and stores the energy in the form of magnetic energy.

If the switch is kept as low (off), it discharges the energy. Here, the 
output of the capacitor is assumed as high that is sufficient for the time 
constant of an RC circuit on the output side. The huge time constant is 
compared with the switching period and made sure that the steady-state is 
a constant output voltage. It should be Vo(t) = Vo(constant) and present at 
the load terminal.

In switching DC-DC converters, transistors are operated as switches, 
which means that they dissipate much less power than transistors 
operated as dependent current sources. The voltage drop across the 
transistors is very low when they conduct high current and the transistors 
conduct a nearly zero current when the voltage drop across them is high. 
Therefore, the conduction losses are low and the efficiency of switching-
mode converters is high, usually above 80% or 90%. However, switching 
losses reduce the efficiency at high frequencies, the higher the switching 
frequency, the higher the power losses.



Figure a: Step down operation Figure b: Voltage across the load resistance

The average output voltage is given 

by 1
T1

T

T 0 T
Voavg =  voutdt = 1 Vin = fT1Vin = DVin

The average load current is given by

oavg
I

R R
=

Voavg =
DVin

Where

T is the chopping period

D =
T1 is the duty cycle
T

f is the chopping frequency

The rms value of the output voltage is given by

2

orms out in

 1 DT 
1/2

V =  v  dt = DV
 0 T 

Vin R vout

+

-

+

-

Principle of Step Down Operation

The principle of step down operation of DC-DC converter is explained

using the circuit shown in Figure a. When the switch S1 is closed for time

duration T1 , the input voltage Vin appears across the load. For the time

duration T2 is switch S1 remains open and the

voltage across the load is zero. The waveforms of the output voltage

across the load are shown in Figure b. vout

S1

Vin Vin

T1
T2

T

T1

t



The Buck Converter with R Load and Filter:

The output voltage and current of the converter contain harmonics due to the

switching

action. In order to remove the harmonics LC filters are used. The circuit diagram of 

the  buck converter with LC filter is shown in Figure c.

The voltage drop across the inductor:

L f in o f dt
e = V −V = L L sw

i = i
diL and

where iL 
is the current through the inductor Lf

isw 
is the current through the switch

The switching frequency of the converter is very high and hence, iL 
changes linearly.  

Thus, it can be written as-

on

L in o f T f DT
e = V −V = L

iL = L
iL

where Ton 
is the duration for which the switch S remains on

T is the switching time period

RVc

L f

eLiL

Vin

isw

Figure c: Buck converter with resistive load and filter



Figure d: Voltage and current waveform

Hence, the current ripple iL 
is given by

L

f
L

i =
(Vin −Vo )DT

When the switch S is turned off, the current through the filter inductor decreases and the  

current through the switch S is zero. The voltage equation is

o ff   dt dt
V = L

diL = L
diD

where iD 
is the current through the diode D

Due to high switching frequency, the equation can be written as

off

o f T
V = L

iL = L
iL

f (1−D)T

where Toff 
is the duration in which switch S remains off the diode D conducts  

Neglecting the very small current in the capacitor C f  
, it can be seenthat

io = isw 
for time duration in which switch S conducts  

and

io = iD 
for the time duration in which the diode D conducts

The current ripple obtained from equation is

L
Vo

L
i =

(1−D)T

The voltage and current waveforms are shown in Figure d.

Vin

V0

t

iL

t

−Vin

Vin

I1

2
I

T1
T2

T



From the above relation the current  ripple can be obtained as-

in o

L

f f

i =
L L

(V−V ) (1−D)T
DT = Vo

Hence, from the above equation, the relation between input and output voltage-

o in

in
V

V = DV 
Vo =D

If the converter is assumed to be lossless, then  

Pin = Po Vinisw = Voio Vinisw = DVinio  isw = Dio  

The switching period T can be expressedas

f

in o o o in o
f

on off f V f V
T =

1  
= T  +T = L + L

iL iL   = L
VoiL

−V V V( −V )

From equation the current ripple is given by

=
Vo (Vin −Vo )

L
L V f

i
f o

Substituting the value of Vo , we get-

=
VinD(1−Do )

L

f

i
fL

Using the Kirchhoff’s current law, the inductor current iL is expressedas

iL = ic + io

If the ripple in load current ( io ) is assumed to be small and negligible,then

iL = ic

The incremental voltage Vc across the capacitor ( C f  ) is associated with incremental  

charge Q by the relation

c

f
C

V =
Qf

The area of each of the isoceles triangles representing Q is given by

=
1 T iL =

TiL

2 2 2 8
f

Q

Combining the above equations

c
V =

TiL

f
8C



Figure 1:General Configuration of a Boost Converter Figure 2: Inductor current waveform

When the switch S1 is turned on, the voltage across the inductor is

L
= L

di
v

dt
(1)

The peak to peak ripple current in the inductor is given by

1
L

I =
Vs T (2)

Vin

1
S

Principle of Step-Up Operation (Boost Converter)

The circuit  diagram  of a  step up operation  of  DC-DC converter  is  shown in

Figure  1.

When the switch  S1 is closed for time duration t1 , the inductor current rises and the

energy

is stored in the inductor. If the switch S1 is openerd for time duration t2 , the energy

stored in the inductor is transferred to the load via the didode D1and the inductor

current falls. The waveform of the inductor current is shown in Figure 2.

D1

0
VC

L

eL

iL

0
i

R

Vin

Vin−V0

t

eL
iL

IL

T1 T2

T

Substituting the value of iL

V =
T Vin D(1− D)

=
Vin D(1−D)

8Cf fLf 8Lf Cf

f 2

The average output voltage is

(3)



Boost Converter with Filter and Resistive Load

A circuit diagram of a Buck with filter is shown in Figure 3. Assuming that the inductor

current rises linearly from I1 to I2 in time t1

1 1

in 1

in
t t V

V   = L 
I2 − I1  = L 

I 
 t  =

I
L (4)

Figure 3: Configuration of a Buck BoostConverter

The inductor current falls linearly from I2 to I1 in time t2

in o 2

2 o in

V −V = −L 
I 

 t = L
I

t V −V
(5)

where I = I2 − I1 is the peak to peak ripple current of inductor L . Hence,

it can be seen that

I =
Vint1 =

(Vo −Vin )t2

L L
(6)

Vin

S1
D

VoCLiL

io

R



Substituting t1 = DT and t2 = (1− D)T gives the average output voltage

2 o

Vin
o in t

V =V
T
=  (1−D) =

Vin

1−D V
(7)

1
T

Substituting D =
t1 = t f into equation 7 gives

1
t =

Vo −Vin

o
V f

(8)

If the boost converter is assumed to be lossless then

VinIin =VoIo =VinIo /(1−D) (9)

1−D

Ia

in
I = (10)

The switching period T is given by

1 2

in o in in o in

I

f V

ILVoT =
1 
= t + t = L 

I 
+L

V −V V (V −V )
= (11)

From equation 11 the peak to peak ripple current is given by

I =
Vin (Vo −Vin )I =

VinD

fLVo fL

When the switch S is on, the capacitor supplies the load current for t = t1 .

(12)

The average

capacitor current during time t1 is Ic = Io and the peak to peak ripple voltage of the  

capacitor is

0 0
c c c c o

C C C
V = v − v (t = 0) =

1 t1 

I dt =
1 t1 

I dt =
Iat1  (13)

Substituting the value of t1 from equation 8 into equation 13 gives

c c

o
V fC fC

V =
Io (Vo −Vs )V =

IoD
(14)

Condition for Continuous Inductor Current and Capacitor Voltage

If IL is the average inductor current, the inductor ripple current is I = 2IL . Hence, from

equation 7 and equation 12 the following expression is obtained

2Vin

L o

DVin = 2I = 2I =
fL (1−D)R

(15)

The critical value of the inductor is obtained from equation 15 as

L =
D(1− D)R

2 f
(16)

If Vc is the averag capacitor voltage, the capacitor ripple voltage Vc = 2Va . Using

Eequation 14 the following expression is obtained

Io D 
= 2V   = 2I R (17)

C ff
a o



SOFTWARE             
SIMULATION



Simulation of BUCK Converter:

Simulation of BOOST Converter:



Wave form of BUCK CONVERTER:
(With Duty ratio of 0.5)



Wave form of BOOST CONVERTER:
(With Duty ratio of 0.5)

Wave form of BOOST CONVERTER:
(With Duty ratio of 0.8)



Results Of BUCK CONVERTER(For D=0.5):
(Design purpose Data)

Input Voltage Vs=12 volt
Required average Output Voltage V0= 6 volt
Switching frequency=25 KHz
Peak to Peak Capacitor ripple voltage=20 mV
Peak to Peak Inductor ripple current=0.8 A

Equations:



From Simulation:

Peak to Peak Capacitor ripple voltage=23.5 mV

Peak to Peak Inductor ripple current=0.9 A

Required average Output Voltage V0= 5.6 volt

From the above equation,

Inductor value =145.83 uH

Capacitor value =200 uF



HARDWARE
MODELLING



The MC34063A Series is a monolithic control circuit containing the 
primary functions required for DC−to−DC converters. These devices 
consist of an internal temperature compensated reference, 
comparator, controlled duty cycle oscillator with an active current 
limit circuit, driver and high current output switch. This series was 
specifically designed to be incorporated in Step−Down and Step−Up 
and Voltage−Inverting applications with a minimum number of 
external components

Features:
• Operation from 3.0 V to 40 V Input 
• Low Standby Current 
• Current Limiting 
• Output Switch Current to 1.5 A 
• Output Voltage Adjustable 
• Frequency Operation to 100 kHz 
• Precision 2% Reference 
• NCV Prefix for Automotive and Other Applications Requiring 
Unique Site and Control Change Requirements; AEC−Q100 Qualified 
and PPAP Capable 
• These Devices are Pb−Free, Halogen Free/BFR Free and are RoHS 
Compliant

:Hardware Modelling:



❑ Representative Schematic Diagram of MC34063A:



❑ Representative Schematic Diagram of Step-up 
Converter:



❑ Representative Schematic Diagram of Step-Down 
Converter:



❑ Hardware Model of Step-up Converter:

IC MC34063A

INDUCTOR 
(170 uH)

DIODE(1N5819)

CAPACITOR(1500 pF)

47k Preset

330 uF
CAPACITOR



❑ Hardware Model of Step-Down Converter:

IC MC34063A

47k Preset

DIODE(1N5819)

47 pF SMD

0.33 
Ohm,5W 
MEGA



OBSERVATION

& 
RESULTS



❑Observation & Results:

➢ No-Load reading for ‘STEP DOWN 
CONVERTER’(D=0.5):

INPUT VOLTAGE(Vin) OUTPUT  VOLTAGE(Vout)

8V 5V

9V 5V

12V 5V

14V 5V

18V 5V

25V 5V

➢No-Load reading for ‘STEP UP CONVERTER’(D=0.5):

INPUT VOLTAGE(Vin) OUTPUT  VOLTAGE(Vout)

10V 27.5V

12V 27.5V

14V 27.5V

16V 27.5V

18V 27.5V

21V 27.5V



➢With Load reading for ‘STEP DOWN 
CONVERTER’(D=0.5):

INPUT 
VOLTAGE

(Vin)[V]

INPUT 
CURRENT

(Iin)[mA]

INPUT 
POWER

(Pin)[W]

OUTPUT
VOLTAGE

(Vout)[V]

OUTPUT 
CURRENT

(Iout)[mA]

OUTPUT 
POWER

(Pout)[W]

LOAD 
RESISTANCE

(Rl)[Ω]

EFFICIENCY
(ŋ)[%]

10 109.2 1.092 5 166.66 0.83 30 76

12 67.4 0.809 5 125 0.625 40 77.2

15 42.8 0.643 5 102.04 0.510 50 79.2

18 30.2 0.544 5 83.3 0.416 60 76.5

21 21.7 0.456 5 71.4 0.357 70 78.2



➢With Load reading for ‘STEP UP 
CONVERTER’(D=0.5):

INPUT 
VOLTAGE

(Vin)[V]

INPUT 
CURRENT

(Iin)[mA]

INPUT 
POWER

(Pin)[W]

OUTPUT
VOLTAGE

(Vout)[V]

OUTPUT 
CURRENT

(Iout)[mA]

OUTPUT 
POWER

(Pout)[W]

LOAD 
RESISTANCE

(Rl)[Ω]

EFFICIENCY
(ŋ)[%]

12 1123.5 13.483 27.5 392.8 10.803 70 80.12

14 831.5 11.641 27.5 343.75 9.453 80 81.20

16 668.5 10.697 27.5 308.98 8.494 90 79.40

18 544.16 9.795 27.5 275 7.562 100 77.20

21 419.14 8.802 27.5 250 6.875 110 78.10



GRAPH



❑ Graph of Iout Vs. Efficiency for STEP DOWN 
CONVERTER with External Load :



❑ Graph of Pout Vs. Pin for STEP DOWN 
CONVERTER with External Load :



❑ Graph of Iout Vs. Efficiency for STEP UP 
CONVERTER with External Load :



❑ Graph of Pout Vs. Pin for STEP UP 
CONVERTER with External Load :



❑ Load Regulation Graph for STEP-UP 
CONVERTER with External Load :



❑ Load Regulation Graph for STEP-DOWN 
CONVERTER with External Load :



❑ Calculation for STEP-DOWN CONVERTER 

with external load:

Pin(W) Pout(W) Efficiency(%)

1.092 0.83 76

0.809 0.625 77.2

0.643 0.510 79.2
(Maximum)

0.544 0.416 76.5

0.456 0.357 78.2

Output Power

Input Power
=❖ Efficiency

❑ Calculation for STEP-UP CONVERTER with 

external load:

Pin(W) Pout(W) Efficiency(%)

13.483 10.803 80.12

11.641 9.453 81.20
(Maximum)

10.697 8.494 79.40

9.795 7.562 77.20

8.802 6.875 78.10



Our prime objective in this Thesis paper on 
DC-DC Converter was to describe about our hardware 
implementation of the Step -UP and Step-Down 
Converter using IC -MC34063A we have basically taken 
two configuration one with load and one without load 
at the output terminals.

We expected a constant voltage at the 
output terminals which we are getting , we have also 
calculated the efficiency of  with load configuration by 
adjusting the load at the output terminals, draw the 
characteristic graph of output vs input and output 
current vs Efficiency for different loads.

❑ Conclusion:



APPENDIX



❑ Hardware Specification:
Components Required:

Sl.No. Components Quantity

1 Inductor 2

2 Capacitor(330uF/63V) 3

3 Capacitor(100uF/16V) 3

4 Capacitor(470uF/16V) 3

5 SMD(470pF) 2

6 Capacitor(1.5KpF) 1

7 Capacitor(220pF) 5

8 Diode(1N5819) 3

9 IC34063 3

10 10k Pot 2

11 Resistor(0.33Ω/2W) 1

12 Resistor(0.33Ω/5W) 2

13 Resistor(180,1.2k,2.2k,10k,47Ω) 25



❑ Hardware Description:
Resistor(180,1.2k,2.2k,10k,47kΩ):

A passive electrical component with two terminals that are used for

either limiting or regulating the flow of electric current in electrical

circuits.

The main purpose of resistor is to reduce the current flow and to

lower the voltage in any particular portion of the circuit. It is made

of copper wires which are coiled around a ceramic rod and the

outer part of the resistor is coated with an insulating paint



Inductor(220uH):

An inductor is a passive component that is used in most 

power electronic circuits to store energy in the form of 

magnetic energy when electricity is applied to it. One of the 

key properties of an inductor is that it impedes or opposes 

any change in the amount of current flowing through it. 

Whenever the current across the inductor changes it either 

acquires charge or loses the charge in order to equalize the 

current passing through it. The inductor is also called a 

choke, reactor or just coil



Capacitor(470uF):

capacitor, device for storing electrical energy, consisting of two conductors in

close proximity and insulated from each other. A simple example of such a storage

device is the parallel-plate capacitor. If positive charges with total charge +Q are

deposited on one of the conductors and an equal amount of negative charge −Q is

deposited on the second conductor, the capacitor is said to have a charge Q. Capacitors

have many important applications. They are used, for example, in digital circuits so that

information stored in large computer memories is not lost during a momentary electric

power failure; the electric energy stored in such capacitors maintains the information

during the temporary loss of power. Capacitors play an even more important role as

filters to divert spurious electric signals and thereby prevent damage to sensitive

components and circuits caused by electric surges.



Diode(1N5819):

Diode, an electrical component that allows the flow
of current in only one direction. In circuit diagrams, a diode is
represented by a triangle with a line across one vertex. The
most common type of diode uses a p-n junction. In this type of
diode, one material (n) in which electrons are charge carriers
abuts a second material (p) in which holes (places depleted of
electrons that act as positively charged particles) act as charge
carriers. At their interface, a depletion region is formed across
which electrons diffuse to fill holes in the p-side



❑ Specification of IC34063A:



❑ Characteristics of IC34063A
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